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InRealLife was a documentary 
investigating the effects of the  
Internet on children

Atlantic at the end of the month

on technology and social media issues 

reaching that diverse audience (who 
were heavy users of digital technology) 
who wouldn’t necessarily be reached 
efficiently through a traditional 

generated a significant amount of 
attention for the film but this didn’t 
convert to a clear audience interest

rates of less than 1%

which hindered the film’s subsequent 

SECTION ONE:  
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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2.1 Overview

InRealLife asks what exactly is the Internet 
and what is it doing to our children? 
Taking us on a journey from the bedrooms 
of British teenagers to the world of Silicon 
Valley, filmmaker Beeban Kidron suggests 
that rather than the promise of free and 
open connectivity, young people are 
increasingly ensnared in a commercial 
world. Beguiling and glittering on the 
outside, it is alienating and addictive. 
Quietly building its case, InRealLife asks 
if we can afford to stand by while our 
children, trapped in their 24/7 connectivity, 
are being outsourced to the net? 

film and devised a UK release strategy to 

Models fund. The release strategy drew on 

theatrical release:

 

around the film through social and 
web channels rather than favouring 

established digital infrastructure (eg. 

Sky Atlantic

outreach

constraints on the release:

recommendation

release (day and date) because of the 
conditions of the agreement with Sky 

would have to go offline to view the film

sufficiently successful for cinemas to 

interest

2.2 Distribution strategy

InRealLife was released through:

 

 

 

 
January 2014

SECTION TWO:  
PLANNING AND EXECUTION
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The plan was to have three key stages to 
the campaign:

key influencers
2.  Using initial audience reaction to build 

theatrical audiences and increase 
traction;

release to further generate theatrical 
audiences

It was believed that this combination 
would give the film the best chance of 
success:

critics

generating a significant amount of 
 

of the theatrical release
 

a ‘day and date’ release strategy. This 
constrained the interaction with target 

2.3 Audiences

film:

relevant issues of the day which have 

and teenage children

teenagers as a secondary audience. 

Primary opportunities Primary challenges

documentary fans

cinemas

receive critical acclaim

which relate to issues in the film

(eg. Clay Shirky)
the film tough to do in 140 characters

Parents

challenges facing their children
younger children (for whom the film 
is less relevant)

The IT crowd
large audiences

issues discussed by the documentary

antagonistic to a film that attacks 
their industry
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The film industry commonly believes that 

difficult audiences to attract to the cinema. 

organise around childcare commitments 
(or bring children)

was organised for a weekday afternoon to 
reach out to those audiences

rather than sensationalist

2.4 Marketing channels

and Tumblr accounts dedicated to the film 

screening information and the detail 
surrounding the film. 

There were three methods of engaging the 
audiences on digital channels:

through the distributor’s social media 

emerging from the film (‘in my real life’)

audiences to talk about the film.  
The limited UK theatrical release meant 

audiences most likely to view the film

effective at engaging the audiences and 
iterating on a frequent basis. 

to take the documentary into current 

audiences.

Exhibit 1: An example of the social media campaign tapping into current affairs debates
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2.5 Content opportunities

the traditional assets associated with 

through the digital channels (above). 

additional assets for use throughout the 

to Dogwoof

of independent 
cinemas

websites

newsletter

audiences to 
local cinemas / 
booking forms

with debate 
interventions

daily stories

(guardian.co.uk)

event

advertising

of online 
previews aimed 
at intermediaries

on key sites

iterated according to the data but would 
include:

 

 
to share the content more widely)

Exhibit 2: Dogwoof shared relevant 
current affairs stories

Art house News 
enthusiasts Parents IT crowd

Primary 
digital 

channels

Engagement 
opportunities
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2.6 Expectations

Diana,  

2.7 Tools

theatrical release of the film the research 

tracking activity on Twitter. 

This data was analysed on a weekly 
basis to determine what was being said 
about the film and by who. The data was 

focusing on three critical questions:

 
in the film?

the film?

social media users with a large number of 
followers (and an engaged audience) with 

The tool which yielded the most relevant 

search engine. 

small lists for the outreach team to target 
and then honed the search criteria after 
understanding what (if any) reaction the 

2.8 In-campaign findings

The IT crowd failed to engage with the film

those that did then chose not to watch or 
talk about the film. 

confidence that the film would not be 

reach a much wider audience. 

Exhibit 3: An infographic mentioning 
Julian Assange was the most effective  
of its kind (measured by organic reach 
on Facebook)
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It was hard to grab the attention of the  
current affairs audience 

tactics to get the attention of the current 
affairs audience with mixed success. The 

attract a significant amount of sharing. 

The film was particularly popular amongst 
younger women 
Facebook analytics examined a month 
before the release suggested that the film 

trailer. 

This data was used subsequently to 

statistics relevant to the film as this form 

Increased word of mouth was not leading  
to a larger audience  
In each of the two weeks before the release 
there was a significant increase in social 
media comments relating to the film. 

view the film.

As a result the research agency 
recommended that the final week of the 

attendance at the satellite event or a 

wider themes associated with the film. 
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3.1 Financial results 

of that was achieved thanks to the live 

because it is showing in so few cinemas. 

sales were so slow in advance of the event 

of these elements is examined in turn.

3.2 Display advertising performance  
(20% of budget)

There was a significant divergence in  

The adverts on websites of selected 

consistent with all the other forms of 
advertising.

SECTION THREE:  
RESULTS

Website Impressions Click through rate

Mumsnet 0.01%

Facebook 0.1%

4%
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3.3 Digital marketing (22% of budget)

mentions of the film and the number of 
organic views of its audiovisual content  
(ie. views not generated by advertising). 

benchmarked against Dreams of a Life a 

Dreams didn’t face 

generated significantly more mentions than Dreams at the equivalent point before 
release– despite earlier having fallen behind. 
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Of the four core elements of the digital 

trailer) the website received the most 
attention. The Twitter account reached 

(because Facebook has an audience 

Twitter). 

Channel Audience*

InRealLifefilm.com

@InRealLifeFilm

to the website than any other channel 
(excluding advertising). 

Rank Referring site  

1

2

4 Twitter 1241

Facebook

Facebook mobile

100

the website did not become the focal 

valuable role in directing visitors towards 
relevant information. A quarter of all 

The influencer outreach campaign was not 
a significant contributor to the success of 

online influencers selected individually 

subsequently blogged or tweeted about it. 

The event for ‘mummy bloggers’ had a 

total level of interest in the film. 

and then talked about it on their Twitter 

 

these contributed to almost 10% of the 
total volume of mentions of the film in  

 
is no evidence that it encouraged anyone  
to go to see it. 

at generating media coverage for the 
film and contributed to half of the social 
media conversation in the fortnight before 

 

Tomatoes and reviewers tended to award  
it three stars. 
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The film performed poorly by every 
meaningful measure. However, that does  
not necessarily mean that the release 
campaign was unsuccessful. 

4.1 What was most successful

The social media campaign achieved a 
significant amount of attention. It focused 

so whilst constantly growing the audience. 
The increased attention did not lead to 
any significant growth in the number 

earlier fears.  The social media accounts 
had a wider audience than those for 
several films that grossed significantly 
more at the box office. The total volume of 

more. 

The wider digital campaign had some 

a significant number of unique visitors 

discussion about the film. 

 generated a significant 

Kidron accounted for over half of the total 

ensured that the director’s name was more 

The influencer outreach 
the ‘mummy blogger’ event made a good 

the last fortnight and at reasonably low 
resource (both in terms of cost and time). 

The mums who saw the film received 

level of engagement from their followers 

Snow contributed to the volume  
of mentions. 

4.2 What was least successful

Partnerships contributed much less than 

levels of interest amongst their audiences. 

of the most influential Twitter accounts 
to mention the film but didn’t do so 

before its release. 

the broadcast of the film until late October 
where InRealLife would be the third in 

leading the theme. This meant there was 

The display advertising

rate was small; there were no social media 
mentions.

The influencer engagement was 

a significant number of influencers in 

engaged with the film. This did not 

SECTION FOUR:  
CONCLUSIONS AND LESSONS
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were targeted. As we shifted our focus 
from the IT crowd to the ‘mummy blogger’ 

who wanted to watch the film. 

The current affairs focus on stories on 

the internet could not be translated 
into wider interest for the film. The 

list of relevant stories did not increase 

media accounts. There was no one who 
mentioned the film in the context of a 

The themes for the week were 

social conversation was more fluid and 
much bigger than the film and so the 

conversation. 

Independent distribution struggles 
without intensive support

give the film extra momentum.

With limitations on access to films through 
either traditional windows or broadcaster 

the audience which is reached and engaged 
through digital channels has to go offline 

window in which to do that. There is a 
clear need for windows to be shortened 

Display advertising of this sort does not 

InRealLife lacked a 

Strong social media performance is no 
guarantee of success. There is little more 

reasons: lots of the content was sharing of 

from the user deciding to see the film. 

The film didn’t engage audiences. 

audiences. Those targeted individually 
weren’t sufficiently enthused to watch it 

not mostly sufficiently motivated to give 

 
Matthew Cain
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WITH LIMITATIONS ON ACCESS 
TO FILMS THROUGH EITHER 
TRADITIONAL WINDOWS OR 
BROADCASTER HOLDBACKS, IT IS 
HARDER TO BUILD AN AUDIENCE 
FOR CERTAIN INDEPENDENT FILMS.
Page 13
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